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Another 12 months in Dreams has come and gone - and it’s at this time of year that 

we look back at everything the CoMmunity’s been up to with a mixture of pride, awe, and 

the occasional smidgen of fear. But mostly pride! We started the Impy Awards back in 

2020 to recognise outstanding creative achievements in Dreams. Great art deserves to be 

appreciated; the least we could do is set up the biggest, noisiest, sparkliest stage possible.

This year sees our most ambitious Impy Awards event yet. For our show on February 

27th - streaming on twitch.tv/media_molecule at 5pm GMT - we’ll be giving out awards in 

a range of revamped categories designed to celebrate as many aspects of the CoMmunity 

as possible. Over the page, you’ll find the full list of final nominees - each neatly summed 

up in a single sentence, because you’re a busy person.

We’ve also done something different with this year’s Impys hub. Available to play in 

Dreams right now, it’s an underground club-slash-interactive installation dedicated to 

what we believe is the essence of Dreams: creativity, collaboration and community. There 

are things to poke, games to play, collectibles to hunt, and more CoMmunity references 

than you can shake a controller at. We’ve got all the juicy details inside.

Why the change of approach? Well, the Impys is about recognising achievement, and 

we feel the greatest thing about Dreams is the incredible community spirit that all of you 

have fostered - the stuff that powers all creative endeavours in the Dreamiverse. That is 

something that every Dreamer is part of, and something every single one of you can be 

proud of. That is something worth celebrating.

Join us for the 3rd Annual Impy 
Awards - and a celebration of the 
amazing Dreams community.
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THE
SHORT-
LIST

Learn more 
about the finalists 
of the 3rd Annual 

Impy Awards ahead 
of the show
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Excellence in

Art Direction
This Impy recognises the creation that displays 
a professional and consistent level of quality and 
style throughout its visuals and artistic design.

Lullaby for a Beagle – ghostfruit64
An in-motion painting of an everyday subway 

journey, swaying with life and sound.

Triangle is Sentient – ItsMeJuvy
This surreal, stylish puzzle-platformer feels like 

the child of Team Ico and thatgamecompany.

The Idyllium – ZIIQ, Helekosi and Bevis2
An eerie art museum experience where the 

building is just as alive as the things on display.

ASCENT REMASTERED – payoffwizard
payoffwizard gives their dreamy action platform-

er a breathtaking new coat of paint.

Tales from Dark Town: Red Zone – Dirty-
Flusher and dinox11

Exquisitely detailed isometric scenes shine in 
this Final Fantasy-esque turn-based RPG.

Excellence in

Environment Art
This Impy recognises the strongest environment 
art within Dreams, displaying amazing asset 
design, world-building and extraordinary use of 
lighting and style.

The Time Looper – IansaneArtist
Gleaming cities, overgrown kingdoms: this is 

Washington, imagined thousands of years in the 
future.

NOGUCHI’S BELL Episode 1 – Cyber Sheep 
Films

The astonishing animated pilot that launched a 
successful Kickstarter and graced Gamescom 2021.

Tales from Dark Town: Red Zone – Dirty-
Flusher and dinox11

Exquisitely detailed isometric scenes shine in 
this Final Fantasy-esque turn-based RPG.

The Finalist demo – Paulo-Lameiras
A 2D action-platformer with some of the most 

eye-poppingly intricate pixel art in Dreams.

go. – ghostfruit64
This heartbreaking playable short about two 

exiles conveys so much with so little.
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Music Track 
of the Year
This Impy recognises an excellent single piece of 
music, composed and created in Dreams.

SLEEP PARALYSIS – TheRedProphett, Dj_
Frags-_-, lugadi, kaifraz4048, and ineap09

This rap collab track contains the immortal line: 
“You try to play those games, I’ll leave you folded 
like a DS” - ’nuff said.

Ethlx – sacboy2003
Waves of melody swell, crash and collide in an in-

credibly dynamic musical mood piece.

A Beautiful mud – M-molecul
A remix of a remix, this heart-achingly nostal-

gic electronic banger has now reached its final, 
transcendent form.

Who’s afraid of the Big Bad Bass? – orion-
valentine, MCalchemist42, blackcat_tracks 
and lugadi

Ominous guided visualisation meets catchy beats 
to create the mind-controlling Big Bad Bass monster.

Starlight – Prince_Tahra
Haunting, deep-space synthwave; ethereal falset-

to; a sax solo that could make the Milky Way sing.

Excellence in

Narrative
This Impy recognises a creation with a 
compelling narrative, showcasing story and plot 
development with the utmost skill.

Tales from Dark Town: Red Zone – Dirty-
Flusher and dinox11

Exquisitely detailed isometric scenes shine in 
this Final Fantasy-esque turn-based RPG.

Making the Leap – keenardo
A masterclass in how one simple mechanic and 

a strong message can bring you to tears.

The Vengeful Eyes 2 – InsaneAlphaBeta
Uncover a terrible secret in the abandoned hall-

ways of a television studio.

OPEN-WORLD BOXING GAME – hipporick
Fight (and dance) your way to greatness as a 

plucky young athlete in the big city.

The War to End All Wars – DerAnder_96
DerAnder_96 brings history to life in this mov-

ing interactive account of the Battle of the Somme.

Musician 
of the Year
This Impy recognises a Dreams audio creator 
that has shown an excellent understanding of the 
audio tools in Dreams and has created music of a 
high quality.

Prince_Tahra
A prolific composer, often found somewhere 

between power metal and ’80s ballads.

Gianni_no_Mitaka
Creator of astonishing short films, interactive ex-

periments and undeniable tunes.

duckenomics
Their head for complex and fresh concepts trans-

lates across many mediums, including games, music 
and art.

VinceKully
VinceKully not only produces excellent music, 

but also shares useful and in-depth tutorials on 
their YouTube channel.

RAKeogh
Pure ambient musical talent, bottled.

Excellence in

Sculpture
This Impy recognises a sculpture in the 
Dreamiverse that is a masterful example of the 
potential of Dreams’ sculpting tools.

Camille the chameleon – julio_grr
A curious creature creation boasting eye-pop-

ping photorealism and interactive elements.

MEDUSA – FunK_97_ITA
The Gorgon of Greek myth gets a glorious, gold-

dipped statue hypnotic enough to turn you to stone.

Realistic Horse Showcase (Playable) – wil-
low_the_bob

They said it couldn’t be done - but willow_the_
bob has perfectly recreated nature’s most noble and 
complex animal.

Search – ghostfruit64
ghostfruit64 modernises the bust with a moving, 

‘oddly satisfying’ sculpt that is always on the hunt.

Joy – GoGoSaint
Wrinkles, pockmarks, tiny bumps: they’re all on 

display in this warts-and-all face sculpt.
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Most Original 
Gameplay
This Impy recognises a creation that displays 
truly original and unique gameplay mechanics.

Impressionable – Entropy-Tamed
Use only the titular word and its latent abilities 

to spell your way through a uniquely abstract ob-
stacle course.

The Path of Illusions – Todu
Now you see it, now you don’t: depending on 

where you look, portals hide and reveal alternate re-
alities containing clues to puzzles.

Commonote – FeyzPS
You are a fragile bubble-being at the bottom of 

the ocean - can you find the breath you need to 
break through the surface?

Dungeon Roulette – oooDORIENooo
Gamble with your life in this randomised dun-

geon crawler, with your decisions based on previews 
of the nine possibilities each room contains.

Nine Equals – danikaka, cutaia_net and 
Pixel_Gorilla

Carefully place numbers and operators to rack up 
points without running out of space in this survival 
maths game.

Excellence in

Animation
This Impy recognises the creation with the 
most well-made display of motion in Dreams, 
be it a puppet, short film, or well-crafted game 
animations.

Solar Blast – Paulo-Lameiras
An impeccably well-presented, carefully de-

signed side-scrolling shoot-’em-up that plays like a 
rose-coloured retro memory.

Ultimate Platformer Kit Demo – MitterMak
MitterMak presents a comprehensive (and re-

mixable) platforming and combat puppet in a demo 
scene that’s a delight to play all on its own.

Super Duper Fruity Juicy Juice – Byvsen
If this adorable fake advertisement - featuring 

Green Guy and Bo - can’t sell you a beverage, then 
nothing can.

NOGUCHI’S BELL Episode 1 – Cyber Sheep 
Films

The astonishing animated pilot that launched a 
successful Kickstarter and graced Gamescom 2021.

Stylized Character / Face Animations – wil-
low_the_bob

Having mastered animating horses, willow_the_
bob proceeds to the final boss of animation: the hu-
man face.

Excellence in

Curation
This Impy recognises the coMmunity member 
with the best collections and contributions 
towards highlighting creations in the 
Dreamiverse.

Pookachoo
From the Thermo-Friendly CoMmunity Popit to 

the Trick or Treat Street series, Pookachoo’s work 
helps make the coMmunity tick.

TRIX9
Constantly seeking out the next big thing, this 

curator rarely misses a trick with their series of col-
lections.

LyzLdy
LyzLdy uses their knowledge as a developer and 

their platform as a streamer to champion useful 
Logic, among other Dreams delights.

NaturiumCreepy
NaturiumCreepy mixes big hits and hidden gems 

in their curated collections.

UglySofaGaming
These curators regularly bring you the best of the 

Dreamiverse via high-quality videos on their epony-
mous YouTube channel.

Excellence in

Gameplay
This Impy recognises a creation with well-
refined, expertly-executed gameplay ideas and 
mechanics, providing a truly great experience for 
the player.

Starfighter Gemini – BOTheGrand, Drum-
min7Jeff and OkieDoKees

The seriously challenging, painstakingly pol-
ished, vertical-scrolling shmup of your Dreams.

TRIA-GONE – Angelotje
Survive a synthwave UFO obstacle course: col-

lect power-ups, dodge walls and blast through haz-
ards to score big.

Claustrofactory – Aecert, PieceOfCraft and 
duckenomics

Puzzle together beautifully optimised factories 
in small spaces for clients, you dutiful pawn of cap-
italism, you.

Solar Blast – Paulo-Lameiras
An impeccably well-presented, carefully de-

signed side-scrolling shoot-’em-up that plays like a 
rose-coloured retro memory.

Master Blaster – payoffwizard
Intense twin-stick bullet hell action, with a com-

pulsive gameplay loop that will keep you coming 
back for more.

8
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Excellence in

Innovation
This Impy recognises a creator or creation that 
pushes the boundaries of what’s possible with 
the Dreams tools, whether that’s finding a unique 
application of the tools or developing an original 
idea that pushes the boundaries of creation.

The Path of Illusions – Todu
Now you see it, now you don’t: depending on 

where you look, portals hide and reveal alternate 
realities containing clues to puzzles.

DreamsFest 2021 – DreamsFest Team
With a huge team behind it, this interactive in-

ternational music festival - packed with coMmuni-
ty-made performances, minigames, tents and more 
- made for one of Dreams’ most memorable events 
ever.

Stylized Character / Face Animations – wil-
low_the_bob

Having mastered animating horses, willow_the_
bob proceeds to the final boss of animation: the hu-
man face.

Nine Equals – danikaka, cutaia_net and 
Pixel_Gorilla

Carefully place numbers and operators to rack up 
points without running out of space in this survival 
maths game.

Frontier – sanderobros and SDorin
Make the world your racetrack in this high-speed, 

high-fidelity open-world driving sim.

Excellence in

Character Design
This Impy recognises a character in Dreams that 
is well-crafted, with a high level of personality 
and originality.

The NineTail Fox – a-tziluth
Leap a light-footed, hand-painted warrior across 

a sumi-e painting landscape to vanquish evil.

STRETCH – Kermideus
There’s only one thing cooler than Finn the Fox’s 

charmingly chubby cheeks: their eldritch rubbery 
limbs, all the better to save the day with.

Grub Knight – icecreamcheese
It’s a giant bug in a suit of armour, made to fit 

every squirming little leg.

CAVEBOT 977 – Canadian__Jedi
CAVEBOT might be the 997th issue of its kind, 

but to us this intrepid, wise-cracking explorer is a 
true one-off.

Commonote – FeyzPS
You are a fragile bubble-being at the bottom of 

the ocean - can you find the breath you need to 
break through the surface?

CoMmunity Star
This Impy recognises a standout member of the 
Dreams coMmunity who has gone above and 
beyond for the wider coMmunity. This award can 
belong to a streamer, curator, podcaster, creator, 
fan-site editor - someone who exemplifies being a 
champion for Dreams!

D-Generationl
Dreams is just as much for players as it is crea-

tors, and D-Generationl (aka GeekDom78) proves 
it in their welcoming and entertaining gameplay 
streams.

oooDORIENooo
Who would have guessed there was such a posi-

tive and friendly coMmunity member behind some 
of the most infuriating, coMmunity-unifying games 
in Dreams?

Keduko_
The creator of dreamstats.me, Keduko_ launched 

the DreamStats Tournaments initative to help bring 
together the competitive players of Dreams.

SNRG_Driven
This MVP regularly tops the scoreboards with 

their lightning-fast speedruns, and has helped dis-
cover and fix exploits in many Dreams games - 
sometimes even Mm’s!

KeldBjones
One of Dreams’ best-known representatives 

started DreamFlix and the Keep Dreaming podcast 
in 2021, all while still regularly streaming… and be-
coming a father!

Excellence in

Audio Design
This Impy recognises a creation with creative 
and well-implemented audio design.

Solar Blast – Paulo-Lameiras
An impeccably well-presented, carefully de-

signed side-scrolling shoot-’em-up that plays like a 
rose-coloured retro memory from your childhood.

The Idyllium – ZIIQ, Helekosi and Bevis2
An eerie art museum experience where the 

building is just as alive as the things on display

Fragments (#AutisticaPlayJam) – Optimu-
sCries, NikoJaXs and thyon

Marilyn Ramos’ captivating voiceover, plus 
thoguhtfully-designed environments and puzzles 
help tell a story from the perspective of an autistic 
character.

The Vengeful Eyes 2 – InsaneAlphaBeta
Uncover a terrible secret in the abandoned hall-

ways of a television studio.

Claustrofactory – Aecert, PieceOfCraft and 
duckenomics

Puzzle together beautifully optimised factories 
in small spaces for clients, you dutiful pawn of cap-
italism, you.
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Contribution 
Beyond Dreams
This Impy recognises a member of the coMmunity 
who shares and celebrates the Dreamiverse 
outside of Dreams. This may be, but isn’t limited 
to, blogs, video creation, streaming and podcasts.
narrating a scene.

Elca_Gaming
One of Dreams’ best-known creators, the work 

of this influential streamer (and Trello board 
haunter) brings fresh eyes to Dreams.

The Made in Dreams Podcast
xMightyViciousx and James_Wilson11’s enter-

taining and informative podcast gives Dreamers a 
platform via interviews and features.

Nicco555 and Computer_Cat
These helpful forum heroes literally wrote the 

book - well, trophy guide - on Dreams and Ancient 
Dangers: A Bat’s Tale.

UglySofaGaming
A Dreams-focused YouTube channel that breaks 

down the latest CoMmunity happenings and shows 
off standout creations.

SakkusMind
A champion for Dreams, sharing their incredible 

art online and explaining to others how to achieve 
a range of techniques.

Excellence in

Voice Acting
This Impy recognises a creator who has lent their 
voice to a creation to a high standard. This could 
include, but is not limited to, voicing a character 
or narrating a scene.

CAVEBOT 977 – Canadian__Jedi
CAVEBOT might be the 997th issue of its kind, 

but this intrepid, wise-cracking explorer is at least a 
top ten friend in our hearts.

NINJA CAT III Episode 1 – YuMex196, 
SmurfsX3, mgs61794, xxRehab_Rejectxx, 
HIKOOSEN, EmilyJrulz, Esuki, eustoma 
and KL-05y

One of LittleBigPlanet’s best-loved series re-
turns, featuring everybody’s favourite crack team of 
animal martial artists.

Red and the Cursed Isles – RedSeiktasu
The passion project of a dedicated solo creator, 

this ambitious action platformer is full of personali-
ty and packed with stuff to do.

Cosmic Tale 2 – Bohalaa, Prince_Tahra, 
SaucelessOne, NinjaMicWZ, Sekulic0, kime-
rakii

An ethereal RPG that places its emphasis on fan-
tastical vistas, character development and heroic 
boss battles.

OPEN-WORLD BOXING GAME – hipporick
Fight (and dance) your way to greatness as a 

plucky young athlete in the big city.

Most Helpful 
Dreamer
This Impy recognises the contributions of an 
individual to spreading knowledge through 
the Dreamiverse. Whether through streams, 
collaborations, in-game tutorials, coMmunity 
conversations or other work, they’ve helped 
other dreamers reach their full potential.

SNRG_Driven
This MVP regularly tops the scoreboards with 

their lightning-fast speedruns, and has helped 
discover and fix exploits in many Dreams games - 
sometimes even Mm’s!

Entropy-Tamed
Entropy-Tamed unites the coMmunity by pre-

senting innovative, eye-catching, skill-testing games, 
and is the mind behind collaborative platformer 
Marble Multiverse.

TAPgiles
Famed for their encyclopedic knowledge of 

Dreams tech, their willingness to answer any ques-
tions players may have, and excellent short-form tu-
torials.

VinceKully
VinceKully not only produces excellent music, 

but also shares useful and in-depth tutorials on 
their YouTube channel.

SakkusMind
A champion for Dreams, sharing their incredible 

art online and explaining to others how to achieve a 
range of techniques.
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CoMmunity 
Collaboration
This Impy recognises a coMmunity-run event 
that invited other dreamers to collaborate 
together to create something amazing.

DreamFlix – KeldBjones
Randomised prompts give rise to weird, funny 

and inventive short films; DreamFlix compiles 
them into a weekly interactive movie night where 
everyone’s invited.

Speed Create – InfiniDreams
Players get just one hour to interpret a theme 

and create an asset to represent it - and the results 
are magnificent.

TOTS2: TP Spree – Pookachoo
Pookachoo presents a special Halloween coMmuni-

ty collab: a virtual street, built by dreamers, along which 
you and up to three friends can go trick-or-treating.

DreamsFest 2021 – DreamsFest Team
With a huge team behind it, this interactive interna-

tional music festival - packed with coMmunity-made 
performances, minigames, tents and more - made for 
one of Dreams’ most memorable events ever.

Marble Multiverse – Entropy-Tamed
Hop your marble up, down and across a vast multi-

verse made up of a range of coMmunity-created maps.

Excellence in

VR
This Impy recognises a Dreams VR creation 
that excels in the execution of a virtual reality 
experience and is a brilliant example of what is 
possible with the Dreams creation and VR tools.

the RESTLESS DARK Demo – s-001
Explore dark catacombs by flickering torchlight, 

and face off against shambling skeletons.

TRIA-GONE – Angelotje
Survive a synthwave UFO obstacle course: col-

lect power-ups, dodge walls and blast through haz-
ards to score big.

Imagination VR: Dinosaurs – LifeAsNeil
A childhood fantasy comes to life on a safari ride 

that takes you right up close to dinos of all shapes 
and sizes.

Frontier – sanderobros and SDorin
Make the world your racetrack in this high-speed, 

high-fidelity open-world driving sim.

Metro Street Racer - California Coast – athe-
istsw and animeboy0021

You can almost feel the sun on your face and the 
wind in your hair while cruising along the stunning 
Californian coastline.

Breakthrough 
Dreamer
This Impy recognises a dreamer who joined 
the Dreamiverse during 2021 and has made 
an impact on the coMmunity and Dreams with 
creations, contributions to the coMmunity or 
both!

fluximux
A creator who charmed the CoMmunity with 

their minimalist approach to art and mastery of a 
flat-colour style, most notably in their tiny adven-
ture, Lystre.

Sprattla-Art
Sprattla-Art’s spirited nature showcases and 

vibrant jam entries have made them a creator to 
watch.

StAnKHaNk
Their comedic tune “StAnKHaNk’s Booth” 

turned out to be the official sound of DreamsCom 
2021, causing a stir in the CoMmunity and inspir-
ing many remixes.

Hipporick
The developer behind OPEN-WORLD BOXING 

GAME burst onto the scene this year, bringing 
innovative ideas.

Keenardo
From combat to comedy to games that make 

you cry, Keenardo’s creative range has led to a fan-
tastic debut year in Dreams.

Evolving Experience
This Impy recognises a creation in the 
Dreamiverse that has evolved significantly over 
the last year, even if it was started as early as the 
Dreams beta.

Ultimate Platformer Kit Demo – MitterMak
MitterMak presents a comprehensive (and 

remixable) platforming and combat puppet in a 
demo scene that’s a delight to play all on its own.

liminal mystery box – JohnnyBiscotti and 
MrCaseyJones

Peel back the layers of your mind in this puzzler 
set in an unusual warehouse, featuring impossible 
spaces, dimensional rifts, and strange dream logic.

Splatty’s Adventure – RDKatrell42, pbgam-
er96, NiloFranck, Sliverscreen, SoInDiverse

A kid-friendly 3D platformer that keeps growing, 
starring an artistic hero out to battle the Conformity 
with a massive magic paintbrush and some sick flips.

The Web – cat135
An ever-shifting, psychedelic jaunt through a liv-

ing, breathing, somehow interconnected space.

Final Hour: Prelude to Prologue – DownerIs-
land

This RPG is as classic as they come, a tale of an-
gels versus demons - but in a modern twist, it’s be-
ing continually built and updated.
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Creation of the Year
This Impy recognises a standout creation 
published in the Dreamiverse this year. This top 
creation excels in many areas and creates an 
amazing experience to be recognised as one of 
the best in the Dreamiverse.

Solar Blast – Paulo-Lameiras
An impeccably well-presented, carefully de-

signed side-scrolling shoot-’em-up that plays like a 
rose-coloured retro memory from your childhood.

liminal mystery box – JohnnyBiscotti and 
MrCaseyJones

Peel back the layers of your mind in this puzzler 
set in an unusual warehouse, featuring impossible 
spaces, dimensional rifts, and strange dream logic.

DreamsFest 2021 – DreamsFest Team
With a huge team behind it, this interactive 

international music festival - packed with coM-
munity-made performances, minigames, tents and 
more - made for one of Dreams’ most memorable 
events ever.

Tales from Dark Town: Red Zone – Dirty-
Flusher and dinox11

Exquisitely detailed isometric scenes shine in 
this Final Fantasy-esque turn-based RPG.

The Idyllium – ZIIQ, Helekosi and Bevis2
An eerie art museum experience where the 

building is just as alive as the things on display.

Frontier – sanderobros and SDorin
Make the world your racetrack in this high-

speed, high-fidelity open-world driving sim.

NOGUCHI’S BELL Episode 1 – Cyber Sheep 
Films

The astonishing animated pilot that launched a 
successful Kickstarter and graced Gamescom 2021.

ASCENT REMASTERED – payoffwizard
payoffwizard gives their dreamy action plat-

former a breathtaking new coat of paint.

Claustrofactory – Aecert, PieceOfCraft and 
duckenomics

Puzzle together beautifully optimised factories 
in small spaces for clients, you dutiful pawn of 
capitalism, you.

Triangle is Sentient – ItsMeJuvy
This surreal, stylish puzzle-platformer feels like 

the child of Team Ico and thatgamecompany.

Creator(s)/Team 
of the Year
This Impy recognises the creator or team 
of creators that have shone brightest in the 
Dreamiverse over the last year, with creations 
that stole the attention of dreamers and left them 
wanting more.

ghostfruit64
This multi-talented creator truly excels at any-

thing they turn their hand to, whether it’s art, game 
development, music or design.

payoffwizard

With an advanced knowledge of how to make a 
game look and feel top-tier, payoffwizard is behind 
some of the most polished creations in Dreams.

DreamsFest Team
The international team that brought us Dreams-

Fest 2021 worked together to give us an unforgetta-
ble virtual event.

Cyber Sheep Films
Cyber Sheep Films brought together some in-

credible talent to kick off the brilliant Noguchi’s Bell 
series - and made waves that rippled outside of the 
Dreamiverse.

Paulo-Lameiras
Dreams’ very own pixel wizard makes original 

games that feel even better than your best child-
hood memories of the arcade.

fluximux
A creator who charmed the CoMmunity with 

their minimalist approach to art and mastery of a 
flat-colour style, most notably in their tiny adven-
ture, Lystre.

Aecert
With a detailed understanding of what makes for 

compelling game design, this streamer and develop-
er produces consistently excellent experience.

DirtyFlusher
Strong concepts and excellent execution defines 

DirtyFlusher’s work, which spans RPGs, puzzlers, 
tech curiosities and beyond

Entropy-Tamed
Entropy-Tamed unites the coMmunity by pre-

senting innovative, eye-catching, skill-testing games, 
and is the mind behind collaborative platformer 
Marble Multiverse.

SDorin and sanderobros
The power duo behind smash-hit Dreams driving 

games Tectonic and Frontier wield brilliant design 
skills that complement each other perfectly.
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EXHI–
BITION
GUIDE

The official companion to this 
year’s interactive experience, 
The Impys Presents: Dreamer 
Collabs

The humble chair. The faithful lightbulb. At first, 
these objects may seem unassuming. In their 

proper context, however, they symbolise something 
beautiful: players creating sometimes mundane, but 
much-needed, assets to populate the Dreamiverse 
for the benefit of their fellow dreamers. From cutaia_
net’s Unexciting Asset Jam, to Pookachoo and yami_
no_neko’s low-thermo collections, and beyond, asset 
creation is one of the miracles of the Dreamiverse.

(Un)Exciting Assets
Inspired by: CoMmunity-made assets

18 19

T
his year, to celebrate not only our brilliant Impy nominees but the col-

laborative spirit of the CoMmunity as a whole, we at Mm have created 

an interactive art exhibition like no other (playable in Dreams right now, 

don’tcha know). Our team of creatives chose a small selection of the col-

laborative, CoMmunity-made projects from across Dreams’ lifetime to inspire 

their explorable installations; here, we break down the ‘who’, ‘what’ and ‘why’ 

of each room in The Impys Presents: Dreamer Collabs.
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Does sharing an idea make it real? In setting 
out a collection of physical vinyl figures and 

plush toys, our artist visualises the ubiquity of 
the Plastic Dreamers and Deh Plushies virtual 
merch. The former a template easily custom-
ised by others to display their own brand or 
ideas, the latter a live-streamed IP collaboration 
between the streamer and their viewers, these 
projects help players to represent their person-
alities and imaginations in a way that feels tan-
gible. They’re also really cute.

Cinema is a group activity. Cybersheep Films proves this, an in-
ternational animation studio that’s brought together a team of 

top talent - and captured the attention of audiences worldwide via 
Kickstarter and the Gamescom stage. In an entirely different way, 
Dreamflix also proves this: it’s a virtual indie film festival that wel-
comes all jam entrants, embraces creative chaos, and foregrounds 
viewer interaction in the funniest movie nights going.

Plastic & Plushies
Inspired by: Plastic Dreamers, 
Deh Plushies

Filmfest
Inspired by: Noguchi’s Bell, DreamFlix

20 21
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Many museum halls are 
blank slates, designed to 

fade into the background with 
the focus on the art inside. But 
The Idyllium is an ever-shifting 
place, the experience of mov-
ing through it an active col-
laboration between the player 
and its creators - an uncanny, 
mesmerising concept that this 
Mm-built space works to pay 
homage to. Just… don’t look an-
ything directly in the eye.

Ever since its first full release 
back in 2019, this point-

and-click adventure game se-
ries has been emblematic of 
the Dreams spirit: homemade, 
highly collaborative, and with 
more charm than you could 
shake a violin at. Including art-
ists, musicians, designers and 
voice actors (including public 
figures such as Greg Miller and 
Troy Baker), the team has now 
worked with over 50 collabo-
rators across multiple games. 
A large-scale, long-term collab-
orative project - and a titanic 
achievement that could only 
truly be expressed on the side 
of a massive building.

The Idyllium 
at the Impys
Inspired by: 
The Idyllium

When
Pigs Fly
Inspired by: 
The Pig Detective 
series

23
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A chain reaction occurs, as the marble from 
Entropy-Tamed’s collaborative, communi-

ty-created 3D platformer meets the shores of 
HalfUp’s multi-award-winning adventure. This 
piece comments on how ideas ripple through 
the Dreamiverse and have knock-on effects - 
whether it’s a creative prompt, or an inspiring 
breakout success.

This ‘Creation Of The Year’ Impy-winning 
first-person puzzle game was Dreams’ first 

real zeitgeist moment: upon its release in 2020, 
everyone and their mother was playing it. Note-
books across the coMmunity were filled with 
scribbles and code. Streamers were thinking out 
loud, and working together with their audiences. 
Molecules spent hours decrypting its technical 
and intellectual brilliance. And, inevitably, at some 
point, your mum wandered over and went, “Oooh, 
that sculpture looks like a word from that angle!” 
and instantly solved a level you’d been working on 
for 40 solid minutes.

A Marble 
in the Snow
Inspired by: The Snowgardens, 
Marble Multiverse

LOCKed Away
Inspired by: Lock
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A community event on an unprecedented 
scale, open-world music festival Dreams-

Fest brought together creators and players 
from all over the world - both in Dreams and 
out. This room presents the essential elements 
that helped people thousands of miles apart feel 
like they were partying in the same place at the 
same time; from the community-pitched tents, 
to the photos shared on social media, the reac-
tions - and of course, the music itself.

Band Together
Inspired by: DreamsFest

26 27
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Locatio
n:

Rooftop

2928

     Hints 
‘n’      Tips
Mm devs reveal the secrets 

of exploring, high-scoring, 

record-scratching success 

in this year’s Impys hub

Reach the rooftop, and you’ll unlock the touch-

pad menu - which you can use to fast-travel 

around the exhibition.

Want a closer look at something? 

Use L2 to zoom.

The Wall O’ Text in the Backstage scene tells 

you how many hidden Impys and records 

you’ve collected. Stuck on the last few? The 

Wall O’ Text’s second page will show you which 

rooms have more collectibles left to find…

Arcade game players! If you’re looking for a spe-

cial code, consider that some things are easier 

to see in the dark…

If the puzzle on the wall Backstage is giving you 

a hard time, here’s a clue: while the answers are 

based on things you may have seen in the ex-

hibits, more hints to the answer may be closer 

than you think…

Guillaume’s hints for hub explorers

Christophe’s pointers
for point-scoring pros

Ed’s top tips
for turntablists

Locatio
n:

Everywhere!

Location:
Lobby

Halloween Knight II

For an advantage in a fight, walk backwards 
slowly.

Avoid being surrounded by enemies! Use 
yourself as bait to lure your foes to a corner, 
then quickly escape and attack while they’re 
trapped.

Save your Health potion for when your health 
is low - don’t waste them on small top-ups.

The effects of the Berserk potion only last a 
short time, so use it when there are lots of ene-
mies around to maximise your advantage.

There are four records to play with initially, but 
to make the most of your mashup, you’ll want 
to find the other eight. I’m not going to tell you 
where they are, but you can narrow your search 
down by checking the signage Backstage. Once 
you’ve got all 12, there’ll be a bonus noisy boi 
waiting for you at the booth…

Make friends with the crossfader! For anyone 
new to mixing, the crossfader is how DJs blend 
one track into the other seamlessly (or suddenly, if 
you prefer). There are two ways to use and abuse 
it - either with the imp (better for gradual fades) 
or with the left stick, for quick cuts back and forth. 
When the crossfader is left, the left record is the 
active and audible record, and vice versa.

Unlike real mixing, your two records will 
magically stay in sync with each other. This 
allows you to be pretty playful with rewind and 
scratch effects - try stopping the active record 
dead and letting go just before the downbeat.

We’ve taken some creative liberties with the 
mechanics of these turntables. You can scratch 
by just grabbing the active record and dragging 
it back and forth with your imp, but - like the 
real thing - that can sound a bit clumsy. Pro DJs 
focus the sound from their scratched record 
with precision use of the crossfader. To mimic 
this on our decks, you can scratch cleanly on 
the beat by just grabbing either record and 
moving the crossfader back and forth with the 
left stick. You don’t need to move the record - 
just hold it while wiggling the left stick.

Finally, to really break the rules of how DJ gear 
works, there are only two vertical faders. The 
left is actually two filters - push it down for 
low pass (bassy) and up for high pass (trebly). 
The second is a magic fader that has a unique 
effect on each track. Push it up to add intensity, 
or down to strip some of the instruments out - 
great for buildups and drops!

Impys Pinball

Light up ‘I’, ‘M’, ‘P’, ‘Y’ and ‘S’ for a juicy jackpot!

Hit 400,000 points, and you’ll unlock a spe-
cial bonus to help you double your points... It 
requires focus to use well, however: keep your 
eye on the bottom part of the table.

The “nudge” ability can save you from losing 
a ball - but be careful. Three nudges, and the 
action will turn into a full-on tilt!
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“I’d like 
to draw attention 
to Drag Flower To The 
Exit. Venwave made a game which 
celebrates freedom, expression and joy. His cre-
ations embolden others to demonstrate their own creativ-
ity and he is undoubtedly a Dreamiverse treasure.

 
Whilst we don’t have a Greatest Player award, I would certainly 

love SNRG _Driven to be celebrated for keeping the competitive spirit 
alive in Dreams. He provided great feedback as a tester for Zed Exodus, and 
not only encourages creators all year round, but sets the bar high on so many 
scoreboards. He’s a selfless ambassador for Dreamers’ games, and Dreams is a far 
better place with him in it. 

 
Joeycutts has supported my creations all year round with QA testing, ide-

as, feedback, prototyping and often full soundtracks. He is integral 
to my creative process and I want to give him a shoutout 

for being a hell of a muse and music maker.”

“It started with a booth. A somewhat unassum-
ing booth, the kind you might see at any given 
convention. One might even accuse it of looking 
‘low-rent’. Few, then, could foresee that this booth 
was destined to produce the hottest music trend of 
2020. Folk from all over the globe shunned the sea 
shanty, dismissed the dab and outright forgot the 
floss, in order to bank that stank!

With covers from all corners of the Dreamiverse 
flooding in, it was a while before anyone could 
stop hollering about playing StAnKHaNk’s self-de-
scribed ‘stupid games’. And thus, a legend was 
born.”

ReddishBoat

Dreamers pay tribute 
to their favourite 
creations and most 
admired creators of 
the year

“I would like to 
mention both DuChatNot 

and goathouse774. Both of them are su-
per talented and very underrated Dreamers. DuChatNot 

has been making excellent tutorials about different 
things such as Logic - and fantastic sculptures, 

showing how he makes them with dynamic 
timelapses. Goathouse774 is such a genius 

at finding new ways on how to do stuff 
(especially sculpting) in Dreams on 

an almost daily basis! Really tal-
ented people that definitely 

deserve shoutouts!”

CoM
m unity

Shoutouts
Vesohag

TRIX9

3130
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“One dream 
that I really loved this year was Trip’s Voyage. It reminded me of my 

best childhood N64 days and was a real stroll down memory 
lane. The N64 was my first console, and I have so many 

fond memories of those classic 3D jump ‘n’ runs. 
Trip’s Voyage creates the same feeling with 

its weird and lovable characters and 
great score. This dream is very 

polished, and I can’t wait to 
play more levels!”

“CobraeCrea 
is from the French 

community and has 
been steadily making 

beautiful sculptures and 
creations for a long time. 

Some of their scenes have been 
seen by many but I think their col-

lections of objects are seriously under 
the radar! One of my favourite creators 

who keeps on doing it for the love of it.”

“Succinct and 
powerful Dreams Logic 
captivates me, and this year’s releases 
from creators like VYZiUM- and Nite-Owl69 epitomise 
my favorite stuff of that calibre. We also saw a stampede of 
majestic creations from Se7enthCircle aka Kram Studios, 
whose variety of wildlife puppets traverse the entire ani-
mal kingdom. Meanwhile, unstoppable game-makers 
like Bohalaa released two whole sequels in 
2021... to games that he also released 
in 2021! I’m so honored to 
share in the commu-
nity with you 
all!”

“An in-
credibly un-

derrated dreamer 
is Nike-Paint. They’ve 

been creating a huge range 
of stunning sci-fi/cyberpunk 

assets and are now starting to utilise 
them in incredible scenes (CyberCity) and 

mini-games (Drone ring) that continue to blow 
my mind with their transhumanist aesthetic, present-

ing a tantalising glimpse into a possible future where man 
and machine co-exist in a neon-drenched, technocratic dystopia. 

Unfortunately a lot of their work is labelled using Japanese char-
acters, which is why I feel it often goes under the radar - but for 

those that follow this multi-talented Dreamer, a wealth of quality 
sci-fi goodness awaits!”
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DomigoMcDuck

Chris Parnell

LyzLdy
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“My favorite underrated dreamer would have 
to be the musician EDUARDO_CINDY_M. I first 
discovered them when they used some of my 
instruments in a song of theirs, and after lis-
tening to some of it, I can confidently say 
that everything they’ve been making is 
fantastic, and blows me away with how 
amazing it all is. One of my favorites is 
his song “MASSACRE” which sounds 
phenomenal with headphones. The 
guitars in that song are EQ’ed per-
fectly, and the quality of all their 
work as a whole is astonishing. 
I highly recommend you check 
out this dreamer.”

“I didn’t expect Dreams to extend my list of fa-
vourite singer-songwriters, but that’s what happened 

when I stumbled onto cutaia_net. My introduction was 
Thanks For The Memories, and the mesmerising vid-

eo by Tricobalt which accompanied it. I soon dove into 
Cutaia’s Dreams catalogue.

Gasoline has a wonderful hint of Chris Cornell to it, 
and the soulful Traffic Lights & Dollar Stores enjoys 

another great Tricobalt video. Building Bombs - a 
song about a toxic relationship that would be 

perfectly at home on the radio in the top ten 
chart - is one of many more incredible 

tracks. Thank you, Dreams!”

BumbleBurke

jimcrikey

atheistsw
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“I’m not sure how many of their crea-
tions were this year, but Keenardo has 
been making fantastic things. Making 
the Leap, Neon Vendetta, and This 
is a Walking Simulator run from 
touching, to Souls-like frustrat-
ing, to simply absurd. Abso-
lutely worth checking out.

“My CoMmu-
nity shoutout goes 

to payoffwizard for 
their fantastic remas-

ter of ASCENT. ASCENT 
was already a fantastic game 

made in Dreams, but ASCENT 
REMASTERED takes it to a 

whole new level of visual fidelity, 
style and skill. It’s a tribute to their 

personal growth on the platform and re-
ally showcases their evolution on Dreams. 

Their skill is such an inspiration for us all - 
and I thank them for not only making a brilliant 

game, but giving it a new life with this remaster.”
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Matrim-611 James_Wilson11
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First up, the players. Dennis-nine-five - the best player I’ve ever 
known! Plus Lucky8572, JayKombat, PeasAndTanks, SinocThe-

Hodgeheg and mb41es66tb62 - those I admire for their consistent 
dedication.

Kre8tor68 creates high-quality, low-thermo, everyday sculpts and 
assets. A friendly, hard-working, and helpful coMmunity member! 

Evan_luigi is another strong player, and has been experimenting 
with creating lately. OcularFixation is the dreamer I have the clos-

est connection with, sharing many conversations and memories 
both related to Dreams and outside of it.

Next - creations and creators! Hoodopz’s Super Cube 
World has 10 worlds of varying themes, jam-packed into 

small areas with many spaces to explore! Cog, by s-001, 
brings me back to my days watching Toy Story I felt like 

an imaginative kid again, able to explore a grand envi-
ronment as an itsy-bitsy character with a cool design 

and health system.

I’ve been following Box Bro, by noseben, 
since Dreams’ beta. Eager to see their take on 

a Mario-inspired platformer, and what new 
features they’ve implemented. Then there’s 

LBCC_Kroog’s Baseball Kid, a challenging, 
get-straight-to-the-point adventure series. 

My type of gameplay!

Finally, we’ve got Vyienn - I love 
seeing their character showcases 

and their design choices - and then 
Bfros109E. I’ll have to return to 

Bfros109E’s EmptySpace series, 
but from my short experience of 

it, they’ve made a fully-fledged 
sci-fi space exposition that it 

appears not many Dreamers 
know about. I rarely play 

these types of games; it’s 
nice to know I have one 

ready in Dreams for me!

SNRG_Driven
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MADE IN DREAMS 
GEAR MADE IN 
DREAMS GEAR 

MADE IN DREAMS 
GEAR MADE IN 
DREAMS GEAR 

MADE IN DREAMS 
GEAR MADE IN 

SOUNDS OF THE 
DREAMIVERSE
Prince_Tahra & RoyMucano – I Don’t 

Want to Change a Thing About You

orionvalentine, jab-kid & Tricobalt – 

Transcendence

Helekosi – Final Destination

A Sense of MaJiCk Productions – Lub 

Dub (ft. I--AURA--I)

Tapio_X & Hypertronik – Homesick 

(Pyramidz)

orionvalentine, kimerakii, RoyMucano 

& Bevis2 – Reignfall

Prince_Tahra & RoyMucano – New Era

ineap09, orangepixeljuice & Tricobalt – 

Noisy Wizards

Hacker_boy_303 & RoyMucano – Falling 

for You

gawagaa – Frank & Fleur

One Ton Radio – Share the Love!

The Dejected Cassettes – Walking Out

stevie128k, Prince_Tahra, RAKeogh, 

WileyisCOOL, orionvalentine, Pudazu-

ka & duckenomics – Amore Bazooka

SaucelessOne – One Small Step

SassySouthernGrl & GrimPinata136 – 

No Strings Attached (Surprise)

MasherButtons & gawagaa – For All the 

Little Aces

byvsen & leklack – Morgonblues

FluffyNSassy – I Don’t Know Why

TheRedProphett, Kaifraz, Lugadi, Dj_

Frags & ineap09 – Sleep Paralysis

ghostfruit64 & RoyMucano – Azure Blue 

Reflection

RAKeogh & Dale1981 – Fiver

Prince_Tahra & Tricobalt – Follow Me 

(We Are the Winners)

M-molecul & jeeringjoker – Flood

MC_NOISY & Dale1981 – Midnight Crea-

tors

OMG_its_Adrian, SaucelessOne & Roy-

Mucano – Someone Else

cutaia_net & Tricobalt – Night Talker 

(Thanks for the Memories)

Pudazuka & WileyisCOOL – PudaisWi-

leyisZukaisCOOL

venwave & beanbob101 – Beanwave

cutaia_net – An Irishman’s Tale

SaucelessOne, RAKeogh, venwave & 

GrimPinata136 – Please Stand By (Tele-

paths)

RAKeogh, brandon-bhoy, FluffyNSasy, 

geogoat, VinceKully, The_Tenia & Trico-

balt – Auld Lang Syne
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Made In Dreams
Gear
Shapes
Sweatshirt

Some of the all-time greatest 

#MadeInDreams jams, hand-curated 

for your listening pleasure.

Create
T-Shirt

Order

Order

Find it
in Dreams on
the front page

of Dream
Surfing!

https://gear.eu.playstation.com/Product/1526981-College_Crewneck_Sweatshirt?cat=DREAMS#frm%3DDREAMS%26p%3D1
https://gear.eu.playstation.com/Product/1526985-Unisex_Jersey_T-Shirt#frm%3Drelated_items%26p%3D0
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